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Abstract : Patteda Anchu is one of the first variety of sari woven centuries ago in Gajendragarh village from Gadag district of
north Karnataka. The sari played a significant role in bringing together the socio-cultural aspect in ancient days. It was used as
wedding sari for bride and also to adorn goddess Yellamma Saundatti by the devotees. Indian traditional art and crafts were
rich in culture and diversity, however with the onset of liberalisation and end of the license raj lot of traditional Indian artwork
are on the verge of extinction today. Patteda Anchu is one of the examples of traditional art lost to globalisation. The main aim
of the study was to document the ancient weaving tradition of the Patteda Anchu and revive by exploring the weaving
possibility as yardage with different product layout. To accomplish the formulated objectives a exploratory cum diagnostic
study was planned. Data was collected through observations and interviews schedule during the field visits in Gajendragarh
village. There are very few weavers weaving on traditional looms and many weavers who have moved to weaving other sari's or
construction work were interviewed to understand the downfall of the sari. The discussions and interviews conducted with the
local weavers, shop keepers, sales agents, weaving society, NGOs and Self help groups helped in unearthing the new
opportunities to develop products for the local and national market and help start weaving of Patteda Anchu and expand its
market. The handloom art details in terms of raw materials, loom set up, dyeing, types of Patteda Anchu, weaving process and
colors were documented through photographs, video recordings and supplemented with notes. Based on the analysis of the
feedback gathered it was recommended to develop products on the handloom without changing the width frame or design of
the traditional weaving methods. The weavers, weavers society and other cooperatives centres also were in consent with the
new product development which will help sustain the Patteda Anchu.
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